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Artificial Neural Network Analysis of Geo database in diagnosing
Papillary Thyroid Carcinoma
Introduction
Thyroid carcinoma is the most common malignant tumor of the endocrine system. In recent
decades, the incidence of thyroid cancer has been reported to be rising worldwide [1]. Among
all the pathological types of thyroid cancer, differentiated thyroid cancer is the most common
one, and among them, papillary thyroid cancer is more common [2]. The good prognosis of
papillary thyroid carcinoma is directly related to the accurate diagnosis of papillary thyroid
carcinoma in its early stage. Although the early diagnosis rate is extremely high, there are still
numbers of papillary thyroid carcinomas are hidden. The image characteristics of the nodules
in B-scan ultrasonography examination are not obvious, and the fine needle aspiration
pathological examination also cause misjudgment [3].
In recent years, with the advent of gene chip technology and the big data, bioinformatic
analysis have been widely used to search genetic alterations at the genome level. The huge
amount of data provides a lot of resources that can be analyzed for the diagnosis and prognosis
of various diseases [4]. The traditional method is to use medical statistics to analyze the data,
and fit the data to the result through the logic of statistics, and the obtained fitting formula can
be used to judge other data sets, so that a new clinical detection method or a starting point of
pathway research were excavated [5].
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), referred to as Neural Network (NN), in the field of
machine learning and cognitive science, is a kind of imitating biological neural network
(animal's central nervous system, especially the mathematical model or calculation model of
the structure and function of the brain), used to estimate or approximate the function [6].
Modern neural network is a non-linear statistical data modeling tool. Neural network is usually
optimized through a learning method based on mathematical statistics, so it is also a practical
application of mathematical statistics. It used a rough trial and error method to create a
mathematical formula to fit every logic problem, including comparison of pure numbers, image
identification or chess strategies [7]. Artificial neural networks have achieved breakthrough
developments in various fields in recent decades, and have good applications in the medical
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field. Many researchers had used it successfully in the diagnosis of many diseases and the
prediction of treatment effects [8-11].
In this research, we try to combine bioinformatics analysis and artificial intelligence methods
to pre-screen the gene chip data from GEO database through statistical methods, and then train
the ANN network through the above data, and then apply it to an independent data set for
verification. The above strategies can save the time of ANN network learning, and at the same
time can improve the accuracy of predicting disease events under the guidance of statistical
methods.
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Materials and Methods

Ethics statement
All study procedures followed the guidelines outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. The study
protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Ningbo No2. Hospital（Huamei hospital,
Chinese Academy of Sciences）and IEC for Clinical Research of Zhongda Hospital, Affiliated
to Southeast University and all subjects provided written informed consent prior to
participating in the study.

Data sets processing of Genes expression and Features
GEO (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) [12] is a public data repository of high throughout
gene

expression

data,

chips

and

microarrays.

GEO2R

online

analysis

tool

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/geo2r/) was used to detect the DEGs between thyroid
carcinoma samples without and with lymph node metastasis. 10 gene expression datasets
(GSE29265, GSE33630, GSE29315, GSE65074 defined as train set, GSE3467, GSE53157,
GSE129562, GSE27155, GSE60542 defined as test set [13-20]) were selected and all data were
freely available online, and the download data format is MINIML (more details of database see
Table S1 in Supporting Information).

Statistical analysis
Batch effects between data sets were estimated and corrected using combat function of R
package sva was used to remove batch effect [21]. Limma package of R software was used to
study the differential expression of genes(DEGs), and adj p-value＜0.05 were considered
statistically significant. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and area under the
curve (AUC) were used to determine the diagnostic efficacy of different methods (logistic
regression (LR) analysis, completely connected Neural Networks and convolutional neural
network), the picture and the AUC were obtained with SPSS statistical package and an in-house
Python script. The R version is 3.5.3, the SPSS version is 23 and Python version is 3.8.
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Covariant and Feature selection
Due to the inconsistency of clinical data among different data sets in geo database, we focused
on genes with different expression as covariates or features in this study. Firstly, we take the
whole genes (8647) list from the database and DEGs (198) (Fig. S1 C) in the training set as the
covariates of the multivariate analysis of variance and the features of ANN training. Secondly,
there are a lot of important metabolic or physiological processes in the tumorigenesis and
development cycle which we also verified as references. Here we listed them as: DNA Damage
Repair (DDR) Genes (232) [22], genes involved in anaerobic energy metabolism (590) [23],
lipid metabolism related genes (751) [24], epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) associated signature genes (1263) [25], Hypoxia-related genes (75) [26], immune signature (IS)
genes (1959) [27], N6-methyladenosine(m6a) related genes (20) [28] and ferroptosis related
genes (24) [29].
Data collation
A Python program is used to transfer and collect the data of the gene chip results which have
been transformed the probe ID and removed the batch effects. The newly generated CSV file
was the input file of ANN module for training and Predict program. The code of this program
was detailed in the Supporting Information.
Automated diagnosis and ANN workflow
All programming related to the ANN was implemented in Python (Pytorch library;
https://pytorch.org/). We train a model for each gene list with Deep Neural Networks (DNN).
At the same time, because the genes in the list are related to some extent, in order to improve
the efficiency of model fitting, we train a model for each gene list with Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) too. The learning was done for appropriate epochs when the loss rate entered
the platform period with a learning rate of 0.01, wherein 90% of the data set were used for
training and 10% for self-validation to calculate the loss rate. After training, a test program run
independently to test the data set used for verification, each individual was fed to the ANN
fitting formula to generate a score between 0 and 1. (0: most likely normal, 1: most likely
cancer). At the same time, ROC curve is automatically generated and AUC is automatically
calculated by Python. All codes and operation parameters are shown in the supporting
information.
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Results

Removing batch effects in analysis of genes expression from different data sets
The data sets from the geo database are often independent experimental results. The
commercial chips used for different batches of testing are different, so there is a batch effect
between different batches of experimental data. In order to expand the sample size and make
the experimental data more reliable, we used the sav package in R to remove batch effects of
gene chip results of all selected data sets before performing subsequent analysis. In order to
simulate the actual clinical test situation, we divided the data set into two groups (train set and
test set) and removed the batch effects respectively (Fig. 1 A, B and C). At the same time, we
screening out DEGs in train set with Log2 (fold change) ≥1 or ≤-1 and adj p-value＜0.05(Fig.
S1 A and Table S2). A heat map was also drawn based on the expression of genes in the
mentioned gene set (Fig S1 A and B).
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ANN framework
To determine the diagnostic efficiency of artificial intelligence analysis of gene chip results in
distinguishing papillary thyroid carcinoma from normal thyroid tissue, two classic architecture
of ANN were built. Deep Neural Networks (Fig. 2A), it is the simplest neural network and uses
the most network parameters and the most calculations to fit almost all the logic problems with
function. The hidden layer is the most important intermediate in this network. For complex
problems, especially there are too many inputs features the hidden layer often determines the
final fitting function. Fewer hidden layers tend to have poor fit of the fitting function, and more
hidden layers may lead to over-fitting, resulting in high diagnostic accuracy in the train set, but
extremely poor diagnostic accuracy in the test set. In this study, 10 gene lists were selected as
input, of which 9 we used 3 hidden layers. When using all chip genes (8647) as input feature
values, we only used 1 hidden layer to avoid gradient explosion. The number of nodes in each
hidden layer increases or decreases according to the number of input features from different
gene list. The above parameters are listed in Table S3. Because there were connections between
the expression levels of different genes, in order to improve computational efficiency and
diagnostic accuracy, we also tried to build a convolutional neural network to validate our data
set (Fig. 2B). Convolutional Neural Networks are often used to process data information in
which input feature values such as images are related to neighboring or specific distances. The
network structure is divided into three parts: convolution, activation, and pooling. The output
result is the specific feature space of each data set. The most important work in the whole
process is how to iteratively adjust the network weights through the training data, which is the
backward propagation algorithm. In this study, the convolutional neural network we built was
convolved twice, and the number of convolution kernels in each layer of convolution depended
on the number of features in different gene list. All the parameters are listed in Table S4.
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Training of ANN models
In order to identify papillary thyroid cancer using artificial intelligence, we first trained 10
DNNs and 10 CNNs. As we previously described, the self-validation set in training step is 10%
inside the training set. The loss rate is collected every 5 cycles. When the loss rate convergence
curve reached the platform stage (Fig. 3A-J and Fig. 4A-J), we stop training. The training
results were saved in every appropriate cycle, and this training result is validated against
independent test sets later.
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Validation of ANN models
For validation of models, sensitivity, specificity, and area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve of the predictive models were calculated to explore their predictive power.
In order to compare with the method of medical statistics, Logistic regression was used to
calculate the sensitivity and specificity, draw the ROC curve and calculate the AUC. However,
because there are too many genes as covariates in the analysis, we used hierarchical calculation
in the whole gene list model, DEGs list model, DDR gene list model, lipid metabolism related
genes list model and EMT gene list model. These LR regression related calculation results have
little reference value, but we still showed them as comparison (Fig. 5A-J) (Table 1). Almost in
every genes list training the DNN models were doing better than CNN models. The best models
were to use the whole gene and DEGs as the input features training model, their AUC of
prediction using independent prediction set were 98.97% and 99.37% and the accuracy were
both 96%.
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Discussion
The number of malignant tumors has been increasing both in the incidence rate and mortality
rate in the past decade [30]. This phenomenon can be explained by many factors: unhealthy
life style, environmental pollution, and radiation and immunity dysfunction [31-33]. It is
crucial to be able to make accurate diagnosis and prognostic judgments of malignant tumors in
the early stages of the occurrence and development of malignant tumors in all diagnosis and
treatment links [34]. As the most important basis for formulating treatment plans, it is possible
to decide whether or not to operate, and the postoperative of chemotherapy [35], some are even
effective drugs that can accurately determine malignant tumors [36]. Among evidences, with
the development of gene chip technology [37], the information provided by individual gene
chip results has been paid more and more attention, and it can even be referred to together with
the results of imaging or laboratory science in recent years [38].
In previous studies, many researchers also said that ANN model was used to analyze
different clinical data, among which convolution neural network was used to analyze medical
imaging and pathology [39-42]. However, there are few studies using ANN model to analyze
bioinformatics data. In this study, we take papillary thyroid carcinoma as an example, which is
the most common malignant tumor [43]. There is still a lot of room for the diagnosis of this
solid tumor. We trained ANN model to analyze the expression difference between tumor tissue
and normal thyroid tissue, and then applied it to other independent model data sets, and found
that it can effectively detect papillary thyroid carcinoma from normal thyroid tissue: the AUCs
of ANN models trained by DEGs and whole genes for independent verification set were 98.97%
and 99.37%, the accuracy which is more commonly used in ANN network verification of
prediction were both 96%.
Although the above results were surprising satisfactory, there are many shortcomings in the
entire network training and data analysis process. Above the using of the ANN models, we
found that when we used some special genes list as input features the loss rate of the training
models were extremely difficult to converge. Sometimes no matter how we adjust the
parameters, the model would not converge. In our research when we used m6a-related genes
as input feature values, the loss rate of the DNN model will fluctuate if it was moderate (when
reached 9000 epochs), and it was completely impossible to verify independently data sets to
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predict. When we used the trained ANN models to predict independent data, the rate of
events(cancer) predicted by the model was always close to the situation of the train set we were
training on, and this situation was inaccurate in clinical applications, because the entire
population when used as a sample, the incidence rate will only be a particularly low rate,
especially for malignant tumors prediction. These shortcomings may be solved by optimizing
the codes and model parameters or expanding the sample size, but some of them may also be
the dead defect of ANN model.
Although the application of artificial intelligence in medicine had many problems to be
solved, we believe our study provided another influential method for the detection of geneexpression autographs, and the discovery of new feature lists that could subdivide the
population according to their disease susceptibility risk.
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Figure 1 A, B: Box plot after data standardization, different colors represent different data sets.
C, E: PCA results before batch removal for multiple data sets. Different colors represent
different data sets. As shown in the schematic diagram, the three data sets are separated without
any intersection; D, F: PCA results after batch removal, as shown in the schematic diagram
Shows the intersection of three data sets, which can be used as a batch of data for subsequent
analysis.
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Figure 2 Sketch map of artificial neural network models. A: Deep Neural Networks. B:
Convolutional Neural Networks.
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Figure 3 The loss rate in the training model cycles using the DNN models: From A-J, DNA
Damage Repair (DDR) Genes (232) list, epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) -associated
signature genes (1263) list, N6-methyladenosine(m6a) related genes (20) list, DEGs (198) list,
immune signature (IS) genes (1959) list, genes involved in anaerobic energy metabolism (590)
list, all genes (8647) list, Hypoxia-related genes (75) list, ferroptosis related genes (24) list and
lipid metabolism related genes (751).
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Figure 4 The loss rate in the training model cycles using the CNN models: From A-J, DNA
Damage Repair (DDR) Genes (232) list, epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) -associated
signature genes (1263) list, N6-methyladenosine(m6a) related genes (20) list, DEGs (198) list,
immune signature (IS) genes (1959) list, genes involved in anaerobic energy metabolism (590)
list, all genes (8647) list, Hypoxia-related genes (75) list, ferroptosis related genes (24) list and
lipid metabolism related genes (751).
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Figure 5 Comparison of ROC for DNN predict models (red curves), CNN predict models
(yellow curves) and logistic regression (blue curves). No matter how to adjust the parameters
DNN predict models for m6a genes list could not predict, so the red curve in C was missing.
We put one of the confusion matrices into the supporting file.
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Table 1 Performance comparison of ANN models and logistic regression in predicting
independent test data set validation.
DNN model for DDR genes
DNN model for EMT genes
DNN model for m6a related genes
DNN model for DEGs
DNN model for IS genes
DNN model for anaerobic energy metabolism genes
DNN model for all genes
DNN model for Hypoxia-related genes
DNN model for ferroptosis related genes
DNN model for lipid metabolism related genes
CNN model for DDR genes
CNN model for EMT genes
CNN model for m6a related genes
CNN model for DEGs
CNN model for IS genes
CNN model for anaerobic energy metabolism genes
CNN model for all genes
CNN model for Hypoxia-related genes
CNN model for ferroptosis related genes
CNN model for lipid metabolism related genes
LR for DDR genes
LR for EMT genes
LR for m6a related genes
LR for DEGs
LR for IS genes
LR for anaerobic energy metabolism genes
LR for all genes
LR for Hypoxia-related genes
LR for ferroptosis related genes
LR for lipid metabolism related genes

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

AUC（%）

Accuracy (%)

98.51
88.89
99.07
95.37
99.07
94.44
97.22
87.96
86.11
67.30
30.56
97.22
20.37
98.15
12.96
100*
0.93
99.07
25.93
-

93.75
98.51
91.04
94.03
44.78
98.51
68.66
94.03
98.51
93.75
94.03
25.37
95.52
35.82
98.51
0*
92.54
5.97
95.52
-

98.88
97.96
98.97
98.46
99.26
99.37
95.62
95.79
99.61
84.33
81.83
85.49
77.08
92.78
76.65
69.82*
46.65
90.88
86.20
-

94.29
92.57
96.00
94.86
82.29
96.00
86.29
90.29
90.85
69.71
54.86
69.71
49.14
74.29
45.71
61.71*
36.00
63.42
52.57
53.40
78.00
83.10
91.60
36.70
52.70
93.90
49.80
99.30
95.60

* when we used CNN model for all genes to predict the test data set all individuals were recognized as 1
no matter how to adjust the parameters

